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Julia Kempka Benson 
Thursday June 4, 2020 
It is important to document what is happening in the world in order to move 
forward and to not keep repeating the same mistakes over and over. When you look 
back at your writing you are reminded of what you personally went through and helps 
keep the experiences in perspective. I really appreciate when I find old journals I’ve 
written in, it is as if I am transported back to that particular time and situation. I can’t 
remember all my feelings and experiences, writing it down helps to reflect on the past. 
Recording my thoughts and feelings help me process the anger and anxiety that I am 
experiencing in the moment. As a college student, I was unable to file for unemployment 
because I'm still listed as a dependent. I am lucky enough to be supported by my 
parents, many people though are not as lucky. They are still filed as a dependent but 
don’t receive any support from their family. I think having a voice is really important to 
create and promote change. I will use a collection of drawings, photos and text for my 
journal. I believe a picture is worth 1000 words in itself and a description under the text 
helps steer the audience in the direction you want. I am a visual learner, I am more 
engaged in learning when there are images that connect with the words.  
 
 
Julia Kempka Benson 
Thursday June 11, 2020 
 
Sunday March 15 I was on set in Chicago. I remember that weekend everyone freaking 
out about toilet paper and paper towels. I was key gripping for Eli and Yon was gaffing, I think 
we did a good job working together. However Yon isn’t into suggestions, it must be done his 
way. Other productions from that weekend shut down and did not get to finish. We were lucky 
enough to be able to finish the movie. But I didn’t think that was the last time I would see all my 
friends. School is over now and many of the people I worked with on that set have graduated. 
Other people I talk to say “you will see them again and get to work with them” but I know that’s 
not true because the other people I became close with that graduated or left I haven't seen at all 
or maybe once or twice in a year.  
I honestly wish I would have kept a journal when Covid first began. It is hard for me to 
remember exactly how I was feeling. I had just moved into a bigger apartment with a parking 
spot. I honestly am very blessed to have a big space able to come and go when I want. I wasn’t 
completely alone, I had my two kitties; Toak and Rudi. I was very lonely at times though, I felt 
like a crazy cat lady, talking to them and myself all the time. I honestly couldn’t take it anymore, I 
don’t have a job this summer because of Covid and all sets are canceled. I felt like I was 
wasting my time and life. I missed my family and so I decided to drive home to Texas.  
  
 
Monday June 15, 2020 
 
As the most severe quarantine restrictions begin to be lifted, what changes are you 
making? 
 
With restrictions being lifted, I will continue to wear a mask, carry hand sanitizer, and 
antibacterial wipes. I honestly have noticed how gross my hands feel if I don’t wash 
them after I touch multiple things. I have become a lot more aware of keeping clean and 
will continue to keep up my hygiene. I will be working on set in Chicago at the end of 
June and I plan to wear a mask at the airport and continue to maintain social distancing 
as much as possible. During the shut down, I have been able to spend more time with 
my family and pets In Texas. My mental health has been a lot better since I’m able to be 
outdoors around animals and nature. It seems like half the people here in Texas aren’t 
wearing masks so It really has been up to me to be smart and make wise choices to 
protect myself.  
Saturday June 20, 2020 
 
Exploring and developing new relationships is an important part of the undergraduate 
experience, how has this aspect of your life been affected and how are you dealing with 
the limits on or absence of physical contact? 
 
Throughout college I have developed some great friendships. One of my closest friends 
attends SAIC and because I was always busy on set I wasn't able to see her very often. 
Because of the slow down in school and working on set due to COVID, I was able to 
see her a lot more before I left Chicago. The friends I have made were or are students 
at Columbia. I look forward to sets because I get to work with my friends and peers. Due 
to Covid and sets being canceled I have felt a lack of creativity and I am missing my 
friends. I don’t know how people managed mentally during the 1918 pandemic, without 
modern technology; facetime, zoom, and high speed internet. The ability to video chat 
with someone is an amazing thing even though they aren't physically with you, you are 
still about to hear their voice and see what they are doing. I finally decided to drive back 
to Texas because I got more word that COVID was shutting everything down for a long 
time. It was a blessing in disguise, I wanted to take advantage of this free time and 
spend it with my family. Of course I miss my friends at school but that’s a part of life, 
people come and go but physically being with my family and pets has helped me cope 
with the loneliness that was affecting me once the stay at home restrictions were 
implemented in Chicago .  
Tuesday June 30, 2020 
Before quarantine I was on set every  
weekend working with people. Covid has  
forced me to stop and think about what I  
want to do. I have realized I need to take  
better care of my mental health, not  
allowing myself to be booked to work on  
sets every weekend. It is challenging  
because the film industry is very  
competitive. My coworkers constantly  
are saying that it is important to get as  
much work on sets as possible. That is  
not the case for everyone, as long as you  
are reliable, responsible and have a  
good attitude you will get hired. I have  
taken time off for the first time in two  
years traveling and spending time with  
family. I just flew up to Chicago this past  
weekend for set and it made me realize  
how important both are in life.  
Wednesday July 1, 2020 
Julia Kempka Benson 
 
You've witnessed and experienced so much (and we aren't even half-way through 
2020!), what does the future look like to you? What are your hopes? Fears? 
 
If I was asked this question the first two months into quarantine I would have said I have 
no future. I am more confident now that there is still a future for me, there will still be 
gigs and jobs. I really tried not to think about the future, I didn’t want to “fail” and move 
home to Texas, it wasn’t until quarantine where I came at peace with the idea. Moving 
back home isn’t failing, it is financially a smarter move. If I can establish myself in 
Chicago before the year is over, I can live anywhere and fly out or drive up for a job. 
Right now I am trying to take advantage of this free time and opportunity. I have hope in 
the younger generation to really make a difference in social justice. My fear’s have 
already come true, finding out your government and the people who are supposed to 
protect you are actually scamming you, psychologically manipulating you, psychically 
hurting you, etc… I fear America will make a mistake in November. I fear another four 
years of terror, anger, and hate. I fear prolonged change. I hope that people will look at 
each other with love and care. I hope that respect, peace, fair treatment, knowledge, 
compassion, the ability to listen and hear, acceptance, maturity, and patience become 
overly abundant in our world.  
